Wisconsin Chapter Awards

Laureate Award:
Demonstrates by example and conduct an abiding commitment to excellence in medical care, education, research, and service to their community and the College. Long history of excellence and peer approval in the specialty of internal medicine; should have served the College with distinction. College Fellows for at least 15-20 years / Masters. Proposer must be an ACP Fellow from Wisconsin and must specify the basis for nomination. Nominated candidate must belong to the Wisconsin ACP. A resume, CV or suitable Bio data. One to three letters to support (in addition to proposer).

Distinguished Internist Award:
A career distinguished by remarkable achievements in medical practice (Must be a Fellow).

Addis Costello Award:
Active internist for diligent effort or achievement in the socioeconomic aspects of medical practice…recognizes clinicians rather than medical scientists.

Community Based Physician & Mentor:
Recognition of an exceptional “Community Preceptor” who has demonstrated a Commitment to the mentoring of medical students and/or residents in facilities outside of the major teaching centers.

Young Internist Award:
Outstanding contributions of a young internist in primary care, research and/or medical education (recognizes clinicians). Usually under 40 years of age, or in medical practice less than 10 years.

Volunteerism Award:
Volunteer service for medically related purpose as a Physician. Service must be voluntary and not required for the completion of teaching, training, or position requirements. Masters, Fellows, Members, Associates or Medical students are eligible.

Helen Dickie Woman Physician of the Year:
In memory of Dr. Helen Dickie, a renowned clinical & academic UW Professor & Wisconsin’s first Master in the College—recognizes an outstanding woman physician with a distinguished career in areas of leadership & exceptional patient care, medical education, and/or research.

Legislator of the Year:
May be given out yearly. Recognizes the efforts of an individual or group of WI legislators who have diligently worked to promote the medical health & wellness of the WI people.